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What is True 

(episteme)

- State of the art

- Interpretation, logic

What is Beautiful

(aesthetica)

- Preferences, senses

- Opinions

What is Good

(ethica)

-Values, norms

- Moral reasoning



DIFFICULT DECISIONS IN MEDICINE

What is True? (factual)

• (Un) certainties about diagnosis/ prognosis

• How will medications affect the patient/ 

interact?

• Impact of medical interventions

Francis Dodd, An operation for appendicitis at the Military Hospital. 1920.

What is Beautiful? (aesthetic)

• Styles of being a HCP

• Being emotionally affected by decisions

What is Good? (ethic)

• What are the values that are affected by a 

decision?

• How do different parties weigh these values?



TAKE HOME MESSAGE #1

- Disagreement can be a valuable asset

- When encountering a complex problem, cut it into different elements:

What are the factual elements?

What are the aesthetic elements?

What are the ethic elements?

- Interpretations of facts, opinions, and moral reasonings are not the same. 
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“If our daughter would need

resussitation during her scoliosis-

operation, I want you to respect her 

DNR”

Girl (10) 

with a complex, severe 

epilepsy syndrome.

- Has 10-100 seizures p/day

- non-communicative

- Life-expectancy limited but 

unknown

Brouwer M.  Maeckelberghe E.L.M. , Verhagen A.A.E. , Casuistiekbechrijving levenseinde 1-12 jaar, onderzoeksrapportage. 2021. 

https://www.tweedekamer.nl/downloads/document?id=2c51d285-0ed3-48f1-9e0b-ff99cfde12f7&title=Casu%C3%AFstiekbeschrijving%20levenseinde%201-

12%20jaar.pdf



- Parents see their child suffering and discomfort 

each day,  without any signs of enjoyment or being comfortable.

- They feel like death is the only escape for her to end her suffering, and

a DNR is signed. 

- During the operation, they want the team to respect their wishes of 

the DNR 

WHAT ARE THE REASONS BEHINDTHIS REQUEST?

“We feel like we have put a burden

on her, by keeping her alive. 

So we want to give her a chance, 

when she is ready to, to pass away.  
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WHAT ARE THE REASONS BEHIND THIS REQUEST?

What would it signify when a child needs

resuccitation during surgery?

What is the position of a resuccitation within

the context of surgery?

What do the parents want for their child?

A resuccitation within the

context of a surgery holds the

same status as one in another

context

For us, when her heart stops, 

that is a sign that she is ready 

to go. 

Te relief her suffering as much

as possible and grant her death

when she is ready. 



BASIC STEPS TOWARDS DECIPHERING COMPLEX 
DILEMMA’S.

I1-Disect into elements

III-Formulate Moral question

IV- Gather different perspectives

1-Determine agency

V- Decision-making

(adaptation from) De Bree, Menno, and Eite Veening. Handleiding moreel beraad. UITGEVERIJ KONINKLIJKE VA, 2021.



WHAT I HOPE  YOUTAKE AWAY FROMTHISTALK

Embrace disagreement Take disagreement as a reason to

investigate. 

We often are more alike than we think. 

Disect decisions What lies at the heart of the dispute?

Value values What are the values that drive your/others decisions? 

Act with agency Don’t judge, but act


